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What are you worrying about?

Date:
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How likely is it for your worry to come true? What are the factors that make it more likely? Did you have similar experiences before?

What would most likely happen based on evidence?

What is the worst possible outcome you’re worried about?

In the event your worries came true, what would you feel, especially in the coming days, weeks, months, or years?

Are there more favorable and positive outcomes? If so, what can be done in order to get those outcomes instead?

In the meantime, what could put your mind at ease?

Decatastrophizing Worksheet
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	textarea_4kobm: My mother is going to visit our relatives in our province in a few days. It's a 16-hour trip by bus. At a certain point during the trip, the bus she will ride will drive along mountain roads, and the twists and turns are pretty scary. I'm worried that her bus might get into an accident.

She already planned this months ago, but I tried to talk her out of it. But in the end, I didn't want to forbid her given that the province means so much to her and she wants to see our relatives.
	textarea_5ayl: There have been accidents along those mountain roads before, specifically buses that had malfunctioning brakes. There were also reports of bus drivers on the night trips who suddenly fell asleep while driving, which resulted in the buses careening off the mountains. We've been to the province a couple of times and luckily didn't get into accidents, but you can never be too sure! My mom's taking the night trip, too.
	textarea_6mvom: The bus my mom is riding could crash and she could get hurt.
	textarea_7eykq: My mom dying because of a bus' malfunctioning brakes or because the bus driver fell asleep.
	textarea_8dadj: I'd be incredibly depressed. I love my mom a lot, so if she got hurt or if she dies along the way, I don't know what I would do. I want to take her, my dad, and my brother on exciting adventures before my parents eventually pass away, so if they're gonna go, I would like them to depart this earth via natural causes/in their sleep here at home, not because of a horrible accident, crime, or disease.
	textarea_9ngwu: The only good outcome is for her to make it safely, on the way there and coming back. I don't know what can be done given that her and the other passengers' lives are in the drivers' hands.
	textarea_10umuj: My relatives did inform us that a bridge is being built so that buses and other vehicles can reach the province without having to drive up and down a mountain range. It's supposed to open the day before my mom's trip, but local government units and the country's government in general suck, so it's hard to really know if they're sticking to the date or not.

In the meantime, I'll just text or call my mom every two hours, even if it annoys her. If she confirms that the bridge is indeed open, then I don't have anything to worry about.
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